SLEEP SHIELDING
BoDefense™ Shelter

Spacious Serenity

BoDefense (pronounced “body fence”) is a shielding
option that is halfway between shielding the whole
room architecturally and wearing shielded clothing.
Maximum
headroom
and
good
radiofrequency
shielding is achieved using washable SwissShield
Daylight fabric plus a light-weight customizable all steel
frame. It has superb air flow and light penetration. Shielding
performance is just like the Light Duty Canopy but this arrangement requires no ceiling
hooks and is completely self supporting. Includes shielding for the “roof” plus all 4 sides.
Two flap entrances allow easy access from either side. An optional floor shield is available
as an accessory if you also have radiation coming from below.
Of course, this shield can be used over a bed, but it can also be used over a work station,
couch, or dining room table. Choose the size that fits your needs:
Large: 6 feet high, 7 feet 11 inches wide. (fits a king size bed)
Small: 6 feet high, 7 feet 11 inches x 4 feet. (fits a twin bed)
Easy enough to put up so it’s great for home or travel. Includes everything you need:
shielding fabric, steel frame, and fabric clips. If you use the floor shielding, you will need to
purchase a floor covering (e.g. carpet or linoleum) to protect it from wear and tear. Check
that you have enough height available under any light fixtures, ceiling fans, or chandeliers.
For indoor use only.
BoDefense™ Shelter, Large (Cat. #R940) …. $1499.95
Large Floor Shield (Cat. #R940-F) …. $229.95
BoDefense™ Shelter, Small (Cat. #R941) … $1099.95
Small Floor Shield (Cat. #R941-F) …. $139.95

BoDefence™ Mini

Shields the Head in Bed

Sometimes RF shielding for just the head and upper
body while sleeping is enough. This downsized version
of the BoDefence Shelter does just that, and costs quite
a bit less! It is free standing and requires no hooks in
the walls or ceiling. A sturdy metal frame, which
assembles quickly for easy travel, supports the
shielding fabric and gives plenty of headroom and air
space. Can be used with or without a headboard. Add a
floor mat between the mattress and box spring if you
need protection from below, or add shielded flat and
fitted sheets if you need protection from below plus
protection for the legs and feet. Available in three sizes. 48 inches high and wide enough to
straddle the mattress and standard frame.
Washable, plus good shielding (~20dB), air flow and
light with lower cost.

Twin
Full/Queen
King

Cat. #
R942-D
R 943-D
R 944-D

Price
$359.95
$399.95
$439.95
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